**Reading Guide: Marie-Grace**

**Easy**

*Fiona’s Lace* by Patricia Polacco (Easy POL)

**Juvenile Fiction**

*Cecile’s Gift* by Denise Lewis Patrick (J Fiction PAT, American Girl Series)

*A Doctor Like Papa* by Natalie Kinsey-Warnock (Blue J Fiction KIN)

*The Haunted Opera* by Sarah Masters Buckley (J Fiction BUC, American Girl Series)

*A Good Night for Ghosts* by Mary Pope Osborne (J Fiction OSB, Magic Tree House Series)

*The Hidden Gold* by Sarah Masters Buckley (J Fiction BUC, American Girl Series)

*Judy Moody, M.D. The Doctor is in!* by Megan McDonald (Blue J Fiction MAC)

*Marie-Grace and the Orphans* by Sarah Masters Buckley (J Fiction BUC, American Girl Series)

*Marie-Grace Makes a Difference* by Sarah Masters Buckley (J Fiction BUC, American Girl Series)

*Meet Cecile* by Denise Lewis Patrick (J Fiction PAT, American Girl Series)

*A Nest for Celeste: a Story About Art, Inspiration, and the Meaning of Home* by Henry Cole (J Fiction COL)

*The Story of Dr. Dolittle* by Hugh Lofting (J Fiction LOF)

*Troubles for Cecile* by Denise Lewis Patrick (J Fiction PAT, American Girl Series)

*West of the Moon* by Margi Preus (J Fiction PRE)

**Juvenile Nonfiction**

*Clara Barton: Founder of the American Red Cross* by Barbara A. Somervill (J B BARTON)

*Clara and Davie* by Patricia Polacco (J 361.763 POL)